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What is a benefit plan?

What are braggable benefits?

Why should I care if my 
benefit plan is braggable?

What makes a benefit plan 
braggable?
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Is the next evolution in 
benefits flexibility for 
plan members? 
In short, yes.
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But first, 
why are 
we even 
talking 
about 
this?
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40% of consumers are age 11-25

• Already part of the workforce
• Will hang up within 45 seconds
• Want to be able to do things on  
mobile from start to finish
• Short, digital application process
• Delighting, instant experience

Boomer:    age 57 - 75
GenX:       age 41 - 56
Millennial: age 25 - 40
GenZ: age 9 - 24
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Benefits or Insurance?
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Evolution of                  
the benefit plan

Insurance to protect employees from 
a catastrophic health event

Time eroded the insurance value in 
some benefits

Insurers added coverage for more 
day-to-day expenses to compete

It becomes an important part of 
compensation for all size employers, 
not just large employers

Today benefits are expected by all 
employees
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– Are as traditional and boring as this slide.

– Something employers have to offer, and HR wants to get off their desk.

– Effective at protecting employees and their families in the event of death, disability, illness, and costly 
health maintenance.

– When benchmarked are similar across industries.

– Subject to industry inflation and trend factors which makes it difficult to budget.

– Apart from variations for Executives and Retiree Classes, are one-size fits all. 

But does the plan engage all employees?

Benefit Plans Yesterday and Today
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“63% of employees 
say flexibility would 
make them feel 
more empowered”
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Risk and 
opportunity are 
two sides of the 

same coin
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The only person that likes to be changed is 
a baby with a full diaper.
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Benefit Plan 
Design 

Changes 
Expected 
within 12 

Months

No change planned
• All: 62%
• Under 50 employees 78%
• 50 to 499 employees 59%
• 500 or more employees

41%
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Employee Satisfaction is connected to their 
benefits

PLAN MEMBERS WHO ARE SATISFIED WITH THEIR JOB
85%    Workplace wellness culture No workplace wellness culture         

62%
86%    Personal health excellent/very 
good

Personal health poor                       
57%

87%    Quality of benefit plan                       
excellent/very good

Quality of benefit plan poor            
50%

Base: All plan members (N=1,505); Size of subgroups varies
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Make a great 
first 
impression
40% of consumers are 
age 11-25 and they are 
the future of work.
• Will not download apps 

without trusting a brand 
first

• Want to do things on 
mobile from start to 
finish

• Short application 
process that is instant, 
intuitive and 
convenient.
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Be different and useful

Integrity Comprehensive Specialize in 
group benefits

Custom plans
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Braggable Benefits 
=
Personalized 
+ UX
+ Digital 
+ Communication
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The cool factor
Hard to define and easy to exploit

Somewhere in the world, a girl will ogle a pair of Adidas, a woman an 
iPhone, a man VR headset, and they will all wish they had it.
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Virtual 
Care is 
Free

*not a provider endorsement
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Luck is what happens when preparation 
meets opportunity. 
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The group insurance contract is between 
the employer (the plan sponsor) and the 
insurer. 

1. Set the objective
2. Set a budget

a) Initiate the risk conversation
b) Determine how to offer a 

personalized experience
3. Act with communication 
4. Update using the braggable benefit 

formula 
5. Communicate some more

Step
By
Step
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How do you 
personalize 
insurance?

1. Spending Accounts
2. Optional Insurance
3. Flex Plans 

Employee Surveys and 
Benchmarking 
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With great 
empowerment 
comes great 
responsibility
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HSA: 
Everyone 
Wants 
One
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Taxable/Wellness 
Spending 
Account
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Optional 
Benefits
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Modular Flex
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Cafeteria
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Build your own partnerships. 

Stop 
×letting insurers dictate who to 

partner with and at what price.
×making your clients sticky for the 

insurer. Instead make them 
sticky for YOU

Don’t be afraid 
to use multiple 
vendors to up 

the cool factor. 
Personal ized
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Braggable Benefits 
=
Personalized 
+ UX
+ Digital 
+ 
Communication

Let’s set it 
up!
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83% of 
PLAN 
MEMBERS 
believe 
that . . .

Their employer pays a fixed cost to 
the insurance company, no matter 
how much or how little the benefit 
plan is used.
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Communication
• Communicate what you already 

have
• Communicate what’s free

• Telehealth 
• Mental Health Resources

• Bouncebackbc.ca
• Anxiety Canada
• Meditation apps like 

Smiling Mind
• Communicate again
• Communicate across multiple 

channels in short frequent bursts
• Email, posters, intranet, 

conversation, employee 
champion, webinar, in person 
employee meetings
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AVOID 
INFORMATION 
OVERLOAD
Communicate in small frequent 
bursts.

When you communicate in 
structured buckets that make 
sense employees will hear more. 

• Bucket 1: Mental Health
• Bucket 2: Physical Health
• Bucket 3: Financial Health
• Bucket 4: Drugs
• Bucket 5: Being a consumer
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People are tired, languishing, & not coping well
“The average workday is about 49 minutes longer than it was before the 
pandemic”.
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What to ask a client when 
you market their plan

1. Would you like your employees to brag about 
their benefit program?

2. Are you in a position to act on my 
recommendation?

In your recommendation, share what the user 
experience is and what digital tools are available.

Show them how the option you recommend 
supports:

• The objectives set for the plan
• Their risk tolerance
• The budget

• Dental ASO
• Sending Accounts
• Is it properly funded – enough 

premium to pay expected claims
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Thank You!

Enjoyed out discussion today? Let’s keep the 
conversation going! Find me in these places

Meghan Vallis, Group Sales Vice President, West
mvallis@equitable.ca  
236.333.7977

LinkedIn  Meghan Vallis
Twitter @GoupAdvisorGAB
Instagram @TheGroupAdvisorBlog

TheGroupAdvisorBlog.com

What 
questions 
do you 
have?
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Three reminders!
1. Session evaluation is available

– On the conference app
– Online at www.iscebs.org/2022symp

2. CEBS designees—Be sure to report your 
Compliance credit.

• Turn in a white ticket as you leave the room.
OR
• Report this session individually at 

www.ifebp.org/myprofile
3. CE credit for other professions (green slip) 

must be turned in as you leave the room.

Thank You!

www.ifebp.org/myprofile

www.iscebs.org/2022symp
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